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Abstract. This paper presents a notation to specify executable elec-
tronic contracts to monitor compliance and/or enforcement of business-
to-business interactions. The notation is rule–based, and at the same
time provides the programmer with enough information about how to
implement a given functionality (e.g., compliance monitoring) using lead-
ing business message/process standards, such as RosettaNet PIPs and
ebXML. A notable feature is that the notation takes into account the
distributed nature of the underlying computations by paying due atten-
tion to timing and message validity constraints as well as the impact of
exceptions/failures encountered during business interactions.
1 Introduction
Conventional business contracts are legal documents written in a natural lan-
guage, used to regulate interactions between business partners. When conducting
business electronically, electronic contracts would be needed to regulate business
interactions. By regulation we mean monitoring compliance and/or enforcement
of business-to-business (B2B) partner interactions. It is widely recognized that
appropriately specified machine interpretable electronic contracts could play a
central role in regulation of business interactions. Whereas contracts in a conven-
tional business are expected to be interpreted, monitored for compliance, etc. by
skilled humans, the focus with electronic contracting is on automation of these
activities with little human intervention. Electronic contracts must therefore be
made free from ambiguities that are frequently present in conventional contracts,
and resolved by humans as the need arises. With this view in mind, we present
key features of a language notation that we have designed for representing elec-
tronic contracts. From our point of view a notation to specify a contract should
possess the following features:
Usability and implementability: The notation should be high level, con-
centrating as much as possible on “what” rather than “how”; yet, at the same
time, the resulting specifications should be implementable in the sense that they
should provide programmers with useful information on implementing a given
functionality (e.g., monitoring) using current middleware technology. The nota-
tion should involve only measurable parameters (e.g. “Customer’s storage usage
should be below 2 Gbytes” rather than “Customer’s storage usage should not
be high”) and observable conditions (e.g. “Seller must receive payment within
three days”, rather than “Seller must eventually receive payment”.
Verifiability: A specification should be amenable to formal verification anal-
ysis (such as model checking). Automatic analysis of the specification would be
ideal, however, a semi–automatic one might be acceptable.
Expressivity: The language should have enough expressive power to specify
typical contractual clauses found in most practical applications, and be able to
describe both functional and non–functional requirements. Functional require-
ments are related to high level business operations (shared activities) executed
between the interacting parties and involve exchange of one or more business
documents (examples are purchase order submissions, invoice notifications, etc.).
Non–functional requirements are central in service provision contracts (often re-
ferred to as service level agreements) that specify the expected Quality of Service
(QoS) from the provider and the expected behaviour from the consumer.
Exception handling: It should be possible to specify how to deal with the
consequences of any exceptional situations that arise because of the inherently
distributed nature of the underlying computations. First, there should be easy
ways of specifying how to deal with any software and/or hardware related prob-
lems encountered during business interactions (e.g., unpredictable transmission
delays, message loss, corrupted messages, semantically invalid messages, node
failures, timeouts, etc.). Second, because B2B interactions typically take place
between partners that are loosely coupled and in a peer-to-peer relationship,
partners can sometimes get out of synchrony and perform erroneous, even mu-
tually conflicting operations; an example is a buyer cancelling an order after it
has been paid or, even worse, shipped by the seller. The language should provide
easy ways to specify how to deal with such conflicting situations.
Our rule based language notation has been designed with all the above issues
in mind and is particularly strong on exception handling. After taking due con-
sideration of prominent business messaging standards, we have defined specific
exceptional outcomes (such as technical failure, business failure) on which numer-
ous exceptional events that occur during business interactions can be mapped,
and have suitably enhanced the familiar Event-Condition-Action (ECA) style
rule notation. We also describe how such notation can be used for dealing with
conflicting situations referred to above. Due to space limitations, we will concen-
trate on functional aspects of a contract that involve shared business operations
on a peer to peer basis, as these aspects bring out many of the intricacies of
dealing with exceptions in complex business interactions.
2 Contracts and Business Interactions
Our business scenario is depicted in Fig. 1(a) where we show two independent
enterprises (a buyer and seller) involved in a business relationship regulated
by a conventional business contract and interconnected by Message Oriented
Middleware (MOM). The business interaction implies the execution of the com-
plementary public business processB and public business processS , which can be
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regarded as the shared execution of a cross-organisational business process. This
process can be regarded as composed out of a set of primitive B2B collabora-
tion protocols (also called conversations, business activities or business dialogs)
agreed between the trading partners; examples are purchase order conversation,
notify of invoice conversation, etc. The idea is to map each contractual business
operation from the cross–organisational business process, onto a corresponding
business conversation, thus the operation Issue Purchase Order (PO), clause
1.1 is mapped onto PO conversation, whereas Invoice (clause 2.1) is mapped
onto Notify of Invoice conversation [1]. Consequently, executing each Business
Operation (BO) results in the execution of its corresponding conversation.
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Fig. 1. Definition and execution of a shared business process.
A contract can be abstracted as a document that stipulates a list of clauses
stating rights (R) or permissions, obligations (O) and prohibitions (P) and as-
sociated constraints that two or more business partners are expected to honour.
Informally, a right is something that a business partner is allowed to do; an
obligation is something that a business partner is expected to do unless they
are prepared to pay a sanction; finally, a prohibition is something that a busi-
ness partner is not expected to do unless they are prepared to be sanctioned.
For example, clause 1.1 of the contract in Fig. 1(a) grants the buyer a right;
similarly, clause 2.1 imposes an obligation on the seller. Note that some authors
point out the fine distinction between the terms permissions and rights, but we
have taken a rather pragmatic approach of treating them interchangeably. In the
same order, it can be argued that prohibitions are not strictly necessary since
they could be modelled as a complement to the rights. We include them in our
model to differentiate between invalid operations (those that are not processed
at all) and prohibited operations (those whose execution results in sanctions).
2.1 Execution Model for Business Operations
A primitive conversation representing a business operation is typically long last-
ing (taking hours to days to finish) and involves exchange of one or more elec-
tronic business documents (see industry standards such as RosettaNet partner
interface processes and ebXML [2, 3]). The industry practice is to use a MOM
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with transactional message queueing/dequeueing facilities for implementing con-
versations. Well known network protocol techniques are used to deal with prob-
lems such as lost and corrupted messages, but there are additional problems that
need special attention [4, 5]. Conversations have several timing and message va-
lidity constraints that need to be satisfied for their successful completion. A
failure to deliver a valid message within its time constraint could cause mutually
conflicting views of an interaction (one party regarding it as timely whilst the
other party regarding it as untimely). A conflict can also arise if a sent message
is delivered on time but not taken up for processing due to some message va-
lidity condition not being met at the receiver (so that the sender assumes that
the message is being processed whereas the receiver has rejected it). Such con-
flicts will eventually lead to the parties having divergent views on the state of
the shared business activity, causing them to take different, erroneous execution
paths. It is important for electronic contracts to incorporate mechanisms to deal
with such cases. Our approach is discussed below.
We assume that for each BOi there is a unique initiator and a responder
(see Fig. 1(b)); the actual initiation involves the execution of the Init protocol
that produces a mutually agreed outcome which is either InitFail or InitS,
respectively representing initiation failure and initiation success. If the initia-
tion succeeds, the actual conversation representing BOi is executed. Following
ebXML specification [3], we assume that once a BOi is started it always com-
pletes to produce at each side an event carrying one of three possible outcomes:
Success, BizFail or TecFail, representing, success, business failure and technical
failure, respectively. When a party considers that, as far as it is concerned, the
conversation completed successfully, it generates the Success event. BizFail and
TecFail events model the (hopefully rare) execution outcomes when a party is
unable to reach the normal end of a conversation due to exceptional situations.
A TecFail event models failures detected at the middleware level, such as a
missing message. A BizFail event models semantic errors detected at the busi-
ness level, for example, the goods-delivery address extracted from the business
document is invalid. Under normal conditions, both sides will produce identical
outcomes; however, conflicting outcomes are possible, for example, one of them
declares Success, whereas the other declares BizFail. The events generated by
both sides of a conversation are sent to a Contract Compliance Checker (see
Section 2.3), where the events are suitably composed and appropriate rules trig-
gered as discussed in the following subsections. It is worth emphasising that the
conflicts mentioned above emerge at the execution level of conversations and are
orthogonal to rule conflicts that could exist in a contract where some rules might
contradict each other.
2.2 Contract Violations and Exception Handling
Borrowing on the concepts behind exception handling in programming lan-
guages, we say that in a business interaction, a partner, A, is forced to un-
dertake exceptional actions, rather than follow the normal execution path, when
A detects that the other partner, B, has breached (violated) a contract clause,
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(meaning B has failed to meet an obligation stated in the clause); exceptional
actions usually involve imposition of some kind of sanction on B. Since a sanction
is in fact an obligation that the offender is expected to honour, in the literature
it is also termed Contrary To Duty Obligation (CTD) [6].
Exception handling can be made fairer if the underlying causes for the vi-
olations can be detected if possible, and sanctions applied only when strictly
necessary. In electronic contracting, it is particularly important to distinguish
violations caused by situations that arise primarily because of the inherently dis-
tributed nature of the underlying computations from those that are not and are
mostly human related. Take a simple example: B fails to make a payment before
the stipulated deadline. It makes sense to distinguish cases where the non or de-
layed payment is owing to some infrastructure related problem (say the network
was down) from cases where no such problems existed (so probably B was just
late or deliberately avoiding payment); ideally, a sanction (such as a fine) should
not be imposed on B under former cases, rather action such as extending the
deadline should be undertaken. As discussed in the previous subsection, there
is another source of exceptions caused by distributed computations that needs
attention, namely, conflicting views on the state of a shared business activity
that lead to erroneous executions, causing accidental breach. So for example,
B executes a rightful Cancel Purchase Order operation that is viewed as suc-
cessful at B but failed at A (the conversation generates a Success event at B,
but TecFail event at A). Subsequent to that, B is no longer expecting to make
a payment, but A is waiting for it; an accidental breach by B occurs. In such
cases, it again makes sense not to impose sanctions on B, but incorporate some
corrective actions. This philosophy underpins our exception handling approach.
Our execution model for business operations provides a uniform way of spec-
ifying exceptions caused by distributed computations. Wide variety of protocol
related exceptions as well as those caused by timing and message validity con-
straints are mapped onto one of four outcome events (InitFail , Success, BizFail
or TecFail) generated at each partner (see Fig. 1(b)). These events are sent to
the contract compliance checker (discussed below), where an event composer
produces a single composite event as the outcome for a conversation, ensuring
that a conversation is regarded as successful only if both the parties have gener-
ated success events. More precisely: (a) identical outcome events are composed
into a composite event of the same type; (b) if one of the outcome events is
TecFail then the composite event is of type TecFail, irrespective of the type of
the other event; (c) if one of the outcome events is BizFail and the other is not
TecFail, then the composite event is of type BizFail. This enables concise spec-
ification of rules with violation cases that do not necessarily require imposition
of sanctions. There would be no systematic way of dealing with such cases if
exception management as suggested here is not incorporated. Our example in
Section 4, clauses C7 and C8 illustrate this aspect further.
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2.3 The Contract Compliance Checker
Our contract notation is based on the ECA paradigm and relies on the execution
of rules in the environment shown in Fig. 2 —the Contract Compliance Checker
(CCC). The CCC is based on our EROP(Events, Rights, Obligations and Prohi-
bitions) model discussed in [7]. Here we present a summary of the functionality
of the CCC to help appreciate the underpinnings of our notation.
seller
buyer
Primitive
Events
Timeouts
Contract Compliance
Checker
Relevance EngineEvent Queue
Event Logger
Contract Repository
Time Keeper
Rights Obligs Prohibs
Rights Obligs Prohibs
Current ROP setsComposer
Event
Composite
Events Historical queries
Timeout events
Rule consultation
Fig. 2. The contract compliance checker.
The CCC is a neutral entity (conceptually located between the two interact-
ing parties) that observes the ongoing business transactions and verifies their
compliance with the contractual clauses. The Event Composer is responsi-
ble for composing events out of primitive events delivered by the underlying
messaging middleware in temporal order. Primitive events carry one of the four
possible execution outcomes of business operations (InitFail, Success, BizFail
or TecFail). Upon the execution of an operation, the Event Composer receives
each participant’s outcome event and produces a composite event, as discussed
previously. Composite events are sent to the Event Logger which keeps a his-
tory of the interactions between the business partners as seen by the CCC; thus
it can be queried by the Relevance Engine (RE) when it comes to evaluate
rules with historical constraints. The Event Queue holds all composite events
awaiting to be processed by the RE. The current ROP sets are the sets of rights,
obligations and prohibitions assigned to the role players (to the buyer and seller
in our example) at a given time. The Contract Repository holds our ECA
rules. The Time Keeper keeps track of the expiry time of rights, obligations
and prohibitions. When a timeout expires (e.g. obligation deadline expiration),
the Time Keeper generates a timeout event and forwards it to the Event Logger
and the Event Queue. The task of the RE is to analyse incoming composites
event and trigger any relevant rules, following this algorithm:
1. Fetch the first event e from the Event Queue;
2. Query the Contract Repository to identify the relevant rules for e;
3. For each relevant rule r, execute the actions listed in its right hand side.
The actions of Step 3 consist of the execution of += and -= operations on
the ROP sets of the involved role players.
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3 Definition of the Notation
Role players: The keyword roleplayer defines the list of role players involved
in a contractual interaction; for example, roleplayer buyer, seller defines the
two role players of our scenario.
Business operations: businessoperation defines a list of business opera-
tion types (e.g. businessoperation POSubmission, InvoicePayment).
Composite obligations: A composite obligation (defined with the key-
word compoblig) is a tuple of obligations to be executed OR–exclusively by a
deadline to satisfy the composite obligation. For example, compoblig Respond-
ToPO(POAcceptance, PORejection) defines the composite obligation to either
accept or reject a purchase order stipulated in C2 of our contract example. The
deadline is assigned at runtime, when the obligation is imposed.
Rules: A rule is defined with when triggerBlock then actionBlock end.
Trigger blocks: A triggerBlock is defined with event is eventType [ &&
conditions ] and describes the match of an event to an event type, and a list,
possibly empty, of conditions.
Conditions: A condition is a Boolean expression that evaluates:
– historical queries of the form happened(businessOperation, roleplayer [, out-
come][, timeConstraint]), where “*” can be used as a wildcard for busines-
sOperation and roleplayer, while, outcome defaults to Success and timeCon-
straint to the whole contract life if not specified.
– the identity of the originator or the responder of an event.
– the presence or absence of a business operation or obligation in the ROP
sets of the participants;
– the outcome (InitFail, Success, TecFail, BizFail) of the executed business
operation signaled by the event.
Action blocks: An actionBlock contains a list of + =, − = and pass actions
manipulating the ROP sets: pass has no effect. + = and − = respectively add
and remove rights, prohibitions and composite and non-composite obligations,
as shown below.
roleplayer.rights+= BizOp[(expiry )];
roleplayer.prohibs+= BizOp[(expiry )];
roleplayer.obligs+= BizOp(expiry );
roleplayer.obligs+= CompObl(expiry );
roleplayer.rights-= BizOp;
roleplayer.prohibs-= BizOp;
roleplayer.obligs-= BizOp;
roleplayer.obligs-= CompObl;
The actions of the left column respectively add the right, the prohibition
and the obligation to execute the business operation BizOp and impose the
composite obligation CompObl ; the ones in the right column remove the right,
the prohibition and the obligations to execute BizOp and CompObl.
Deadlines: In the examples above, expiry is a deadline constraint imposed
on a role player to honour his rights, obligations and prohibitions; its absence in-
dicates deadlines that never expire, lasting until the contract terminates. Notice
that obligations with no deadlines are not of practical interest as their fulfillment
cannot be verified. We take the CCC clock’s reading and the completion —as
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opposite to initiation— of an operation as the points of reference to declare a
failure or success to meet a deadline.
Conditional statements can also appear in the actionBlock of a rule, using
if conditions then actions; [ else actions; ]
In an actionBlock, the keywords Success, InitFail, TecFail, BizFail, Otherwise
represent the possible outcomes of the conversation; where Otherwise is a catch–
all case; they are used to guard the actions of the rule, and can appear in any
order and be grouped when they guard the same actions. Examples in the next
section will make their use clearer.
4 A Sample Contract
We will illustrate the use of our notations with the help of an hypotetical contract
between a buyer (Buyer) and seller (Seller). C and R stand for “clause” and
“rule” respectively, so C1 and R5 respectively mean clause 1 and rule 5.
– C1: Buyer has the right to submit a PO Mon–Fri, between 9 and 5 pm.
– C2: Seller is obliged to either accept or refuse the PO within 24 hrs. Failure to
satisfy this obligation will abort the business transaction for an offline resolution.
– C3: If the PO is accepted, Seller is obliged to submit an invoice within 24 hrs. If
the PO is rejected, the business transaction is considered concluded.
– C4: After receiving an invoice, Buyer is obliged to respond to the invoice within
seven days, either cancelling the PO or paying the due amount. Failure to satisfy
this obligation will abort the business transaction for an offline resolution.
– C5: Cancellation of a PO by Buyer eliminates all obligations imposed on Seller
and Buyer and concludes the business transaction. If a payment had been received
before a cancellation, it will be refunded.
– C6: Once payment is received, Seller is obliged to ship the goods within seven
days. The shipment of goods will conclude the business transaction.
– C7: If the payment fails for technical or business reasons, Buyer’s deadline to
respond to the invoice is extended by seven days, but Seller gains the right to
cancel the PO.
– C8: Buyer and Seller are obliged to stop the execution of the business transaction
upon the detection of three failures to execute the payment. Possible disputes shall
be sorted offline.
4.1 Translation to Rules
Declaration of role players, business operations and obligations:
roleplayer buyer, seller;
businessoperation POSubmission, Invoice, Payment, POCancellation, TotalRefund, GoodsDelivery,
RefundRequest, ReshipmentRequest, FinePayment, POAcceptance, PORejection, PartialRefund;
compoblig RespondToPO(POAcceptance, PORejection);
compoblig RespondToInv(Payment, POCancellation);
compoblig RespondToMisdelivery(RefundRequest, ReshipmentRequest);
Before a business transaction is started the buyer’s rights set contains the
operation POSubmission, while the obligations and prohibitions sets are empty,
as are the ROP sets of the seller.
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R1 is triggered when the event POSubmission is received. This rule does
nothing when InitFail, BizFail or TecFail is received; it reacts only to Success,
proceeding to verify additional constraints. If the originator is the buyer and
1) the buyer has the right to execute the business operation (Submit PO) that
originated the event; 2) the PO was submitted on Mon to Fri, between 9 and
17 hrs; then impose the obligation RespondToPO with a deadline of 24 hrs on
the seller. Notice that in general the mapping between clauses and rules is N to
N . In some cases (like in this example), several clauses are mapped into a single
rule, where in others, a single clause results in several rules; in the simplest case,
the mapping is one to one; all depends on the writing style.
R1 relates to C1,C2
when e is POSubmission then
Success:
if e.originator == buyer
&& POSubmission in buyer.rights
&& e.weekday in [Mon...Fri]
&& e.time in [9..17]
then
seller.obligs += RespondToPO("24h");
Otherwise: pass;
end
R2 relates to C3
when e is POAcceptance then
Success:
if e.originator == seller
&& RespondToPO in seller.obligs
then
seller.obligs-= RespondToPO;
seller.obligs+= Invoice("24h");
Otherwise: pass;
end
R3 relates to C4,C5
when e is Invoice then
Success:
if e.originator == seller
&& Invoice in seller.obligs
then
seller.obligs-= Invoice;
buyer.obligs+= ReactToInvoice("7d");
Otherwise: pass;
end
R4 relates to C4,C5
when e is InvoiceTimeout
&& Invoice in seller.obligs
then
# Conclude business transaction.
end
R5 relates to C4,C5
when e is POCancellation then
Success:
if e.originator == buyer
&& ReactToInvoice in buyer.obligs
then
buyer.obligs-= ReactToInvoice;
# Conclude business transaction.
Otherwise: pass;
end
R6 relates to C5,C6,C7
when e is Payment
then
Success:
if e.originator == buyer
&& RespondToInv in buyer.obligs
&& !happened(POCancellation, seller)
&& !happened(POCancellation, buyer)
then
buyer.obligs-= RespondToInv;
seller.obligs+= GoodsDelivery("7d");
if e.originator == buyer
&& happened(POCancellation, seller)
&& !happened(POCancellation, buyer)
then
seller.obligs+= TotalRefund("24h");
Otherwise:
if e.originator == buyer
&& RespondToInv in buyer.obligs
then
buyer.obligs-= RespondToInv;
buyer.obligs+= RespondToInv("7d");
seller.rights+= POCancellation("7d");
else
pass;
end
R2 is triggered when the event POAcceptance (originated by the seller’s exe-
cution of the POAcceptance business operation) is received. No actions are taken
on failure outcomes. However, on a Success outcome, the rule checks that the
originator is the seller and that RespondToPO is a seller’s pending obligation; if
all these conditions are satisfied, the seller’s obligations are updated: obligations
RespondToPO and Invoice(”24h”) are, respectively, removed and added. To save
space, the rule that handles the rejection of the purchase order is omitted.
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R3, R4 and R5 are pretty similar to R1 and R2 and deal, respectively,
with the events for invoicing, invoice timeout and cancellation of PO. R6 de-
serves more attention as it shows how exceptional situations due to technical
and business failures are modelled in our language notation.
R6 is triggered when the event Payment occurs. When the outcome is Suc-
cess, the three constraints imposed by the first if are verified: 1) the payment
comes from the buyer, 2) the buyer has the obligation to respond to an invoice,
3) neither the buyer or the seller have cancelled the PO. If the three constraints
hold, the obligation of the buyer to respond to the invoice is considered satisfied,
so it is removed (second then), and the obligation to deliver the goods within
seven days of the payment time, is imposed on the seller. However (second if ),
if a POCancellation event exists in the Event Logger, the seller (second then)
is imposed the obligation to refund the payment within 24 hrs. Next the rule
includes our mechanism (the keyword Otherwise) to capture exceptional situa-
tions, to cover the possibility of unsuccessful attempts to pay due to initiation,
technical or business failures. If a failure occurs, the seller gains the right to can-
cel the PO whereas the buyer’s deadline to respond to the invoice is revoked and
reissued with an extended deadline of seven days. Notice that the number of un-
successful payment attempts is constrained to three by C8, which is represented
by R8.
R7 handles the seller’s right to cancel a PO granted by R6. If the buyer does
not pay, its obligation to react to the invoice is removed, as steps will be taken
to close the business transaction, which are not discussed here.
R7 corresponds to C7
when e is POCancellation
then # Seller cancels Purchase Order
Success:
if e.originator== seller
&& POCancellation in seller.rights
&& !happened(Payment, buyer)
then
buyer.obligs-= RespondToInv;
# Conclude business transaction.
Otherwise: pass;
end
R8 corresponds to C8
when e is Payment then
Success: pass;
Otherwise:
if count(happened(Payment, buyer,
InitFail))
+ count(happened(Payment, buyer,
TecFail))
+ count(happened(Payment, buyer,
BizFail)) >= 3
then
# Conclude business transaction.
end
R8 represents C8 and restricts the number of unsuccessful consecutive at-
tempts to execute a conversation to three. Fig. 3 shows four possible timelines
of the Payment conversation (see C7 and C8). In the first scenario the payment
succeeds in the first attempt within the seven day deadline (7d). In the second,
it fails once due to a BizFail, so a seven day deadline extension is granted to
the buyer, and the right to cancel is granted to the seller. The buyer succeeds in
his second attempt (Pay Success) while the seller decides not to cancel. In the
third scenario, the payment fails three times (a TecFail followed by two BizFail)
without cancellation from the seller, so the business transaction is stopped at
failure count=3 (R8 ). In the last scenario the payment succeeds in the second
attempt (Pay Success) while the seller successfully exercises his right to cancel
(Seller Canc. Success) after the buyer’s first attempt to pay fails (Pay BizFail);
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if the execution of Pay Success and Seller Canc. Success conversations over-
laps, it is possible that (as shown in the figure) the event Pay Success arrives at
the CCC after Seller Canc. Success; consequently, the seller executes a Refund
conversation that succeeds.
1
2
3
4
count=3
failure
Pay Success
Pay Success
7d deadline 7d deadline
7d deadline 7d deadline
7d deadline 7d deadline
7d deadline
7d deadline
Pay TecFail Pay BizFail Pay BizFail
Pay BizFail Seller Canc. Success Pay Success
7d deadline
Invoice Success
Invoice SuccessInvoice Success
Invoice Success
Pay BizFail Refund Success
Fig. 3. Execution of payment conversations with success and failure outcomes.
5 Evaluation
We will now evaluate our notation against the requirements stated earlier.
Usability and Implementability: Our notation follows the familiar ECA
rule style, widely used in business applications. The notation can be seen as oc-
cupying a middle ground between natural languages and formal logics (such as
temporal logic, deontic logic). We gain rigour and at the same time the result-
ing contract specifications can be mapped onto leading business message/process
standards, such as Rosettanet PIPs[2], BizTalk[8], ebXML[3]. This is made possi-
ble because our EROP model provides a simple mapping from primitive business
conversations to business operations to composite events. Further, a composite
event carries the terminating status of the corresponding operation, that enables
simple but powerful way of incorporating exception handling (see below).
Verifiability: In our earlier work we showed how to model check correct-
ness properties of contracts by constructing models through the study of clauses
written in natural language [9]. The notation proposed here provides more accu-
rate specifications for constructing models, particularly when exception/failure
handling is considered. Developing model checking tools from our language is an
important direction for future work.
Expressivity: In this paper we have illustrated the capability of our nota-
tion for expressing terms and conditions of a contract. We did not illustrate, due
to space limitations, the use of our notations to describe service provisioning
contracts that are rich in QoS specifications; we can assume that components
monitoring expected QoS levels generate events that are fed to the CCC when-
ever the observed QoS drops below a well determined threshold. Rules can then
be written on similar lines to those described here.
Exception handling: The latent risk of failing to successfully complete a
shared business operation due to various constraints (timing, security, message
validation, etc.) imposed on the messages involved in its realisation, is identified
by leading standard specifications. In RosettaNet [2] for example, each business
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operation (purchase order, invoice notification, etc.) is mapped onto a PIP (Part-
ner Interface Process) specification. The outcome of the execution of each PIP
is locally and independently declared by each business partner as either success-
ful or failure. Because of this, the two partners might produce conflicting views
over the outcome. As in RosettaNet, the two business partners using Microsoft
BizTalk [8] framework might produce conflicting outcomes over the status of a
business document; the responsibility of providing exception handling mecha-
nisms to address the problem is left to the designer. Our EROP model explicitly
recognizes the possibility of conflicting views. As such our notations provide rel-
atively easy to use ways of specifying failure/exception handling. Further, as we
have demonstrated in Section 4, our notation can specify contractual clauses
(and similar behavioural policies) that can give rise to complex interaction pat-
terns that are common in B2B interactions.
6 Related Work
The design of languages for contract specification has been an active research
topic. Our discussion of representative results is to some extent influenced by the
comparison of policy systems presented in [10] and the discussion on contract
languages presented in [11]. An early work in the implementation of mechanisms
for contract enforcement is the LGI (Law-Governed Interaction) paradigm [12].
In contrast to our work, LGI does not consider timing and message validity
constraints in business operations. A representative example of a formal and
declarative language for writing contracts is CL [11]. CL is based on Deontic
logic, thus it can elegantly express permissions, obligations and prohibitions. We
envision CL as more of a language for formal analysis and suitable for reasoning
about the logical consistency of contracts. It is not clear to us how the specifica-
tion of permissions, obligations, prohibitions and operators (always, eventually,
etc.) included in a CL model can be implemented. Likewise, as it is, CL does
not provide for failures and exceptions. Another contract language inspired by
Deontic logic is suggested in [13], but like CL, this work does not address failures
and exceptions.
FCL (Formal Contract Language) [15] is a Deontic Logic based contract
language that enjoys the expressive power of the Deontic operators to elegantly
express normative statements with obligations, prohibitions and reparations to
violations. FCL is amenable to formal analysis to reason about inconsistencies,
conflicts, redundancies, and other logical problems of contract clauses. Explicit
mechanisms to deal with the distributed nature of shared business operations
are not included in FCL, rather they are treated as single atomic messages
safely sent and received. Consequently, it would be hard to distinguish between
violations from human related causes and those emerging from the execution
environment, to impose fair CTD sanctions. An illuminating examination of
contract formalization with Deontic Logic and emphasis on CTD obligations is
presented in [14].
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In CTXML (Contract Tracking XML) [16], contractual statements are mapped
into event calculus expressions, so it offers the user built–in primitives for query-
ing at run–time the current and future states of the contract, for example, given
a state, one can query to know what clauses are active and inactive. In this
aspect our work bears a strong similarity; the examination of the ROP sets of
our model would produce similar results. This language was designed to spec-
ify service provisioning contracts like those that regulate the consumption of
computational resources (computation, storage, bandwidth, etc.), so its focus is
on expressing states (e.g. disk usage below half capacity) and events (e.g. third
attempt to reach provider failed) related to resource consumption.
A contract notation designed with implementation and run–time monitor-
ing in mind is SORM (Simple Obligation and Right Model) reported in [17].
We share with this work the concept of dynamic sets of rights, obligations, and
prohibitions that change in accordance with the development of the business
process. Heimdahl is a history–based policy engine designed to enforce contrac-
tual obligations at run–time in resource consumption applications [18]; related to
our work is xSPL (eXtended Security Policy Language) used to specify the con-
sumer’s and provider’s obligations which are enforced by an obligation enforcer,
corresponding to the Relevance Engine of our Fig. 2. Like in our work, central
to xSPL is the concept of event, event composition and event history. Since
the interest is in service provisioning contracts, the concepts of shared business
operation execution and exception handling mechanisms are not considered.
Another contract enforcer following the ECA paradigm is discussed in [19].
Like in LGI, each business operation is modelled as a single message. No excep-
tion handling mechanism is discussed. Contract monitoring with an interest in
exception handling is supported in the ER–EC framework [20]. Regarding events,
the authors in [21] present an event–driven–architecture for cross-organisational
business processes; events here model normal and exceptional outcomes. How-
ever, the exceptions of interest in [20] and [21] are of a different nature regarding
our work; their aim is to model only what we call human related exceptions, such
as exceptions that emerge when one of the parties accidentally or intentionally
diverts form the normal course of the contract and violates one or more contrac-
tual clauses; for example, when a buyer places a purchase order that exceeds his
credit limits. Unlike us, none of these two works consider exceptions related to
failures of the electronic environment where the contract executes.
A contract language with strong emphasis on run–time monitoring is the
Business Contract Language (BCL) [22]. Like in our work, event patterns, tem-
poral constraints and rules are central to BCL. As shown by the provided exam-
ple, BCL seems to be more suitable for describing service provisioning contracts,
rather than contracts with shared business operations; to cover high level busi-
ness operations BCL would need to consider exception handling.
The use of business rules for representing electronic contracts is studied
in [23]. Like in our work, the authors here are interested in contract notations
that are relatively easy to read, modify, execute and monitor for compliance. In
this work rules are represented in CLP (Courteous Logic Programs) which is ba-
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sically general logic program notation extended with prioritization. Prioritisation
is used to handle rule conflicts that might emerge when rules are updated. This
approach can be used in our work. The need to ensure mutually consistent out-
comes of shared activities in multi–agent applications executed over unreliable
networks is discussed in[24]. The authors suggest the execution of a synchronisa-
tion protocol to ensure that all the agents have a common view of an interaction
before progressing to the next one.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a notation constituting the core of a language
to specify electronic contracts. A notable feature of our work is that we take
into account the distributed nature of the underlying computations by paying
due attention to timing and message validity constraints as well as the impact
of exceptions/failures encountered during business interactions. Work is ongoing
on a compiler to translate a rule base written in our notation into one for the
rule engine Drools [25], supplemented with additional components to support the
ontology inherent in our EROP model. While in this paper we concentrated our
attention on contract description, and indirectly on verification of compliance,
contract enforcement is also possible with additions to the core established here,
such as an Enforcer component to empower the CCC to take a proactive stance
during a business partnership.
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